
NSW DF65 State Championship Success 

What a wonderful regatta. 36 races held over 2 days inside the Pond of the Royal Sydney Yacht 
Squadron and overlooking the sparkling waters of Sydney Harbour on 20th and 21st July, 2019.  

15 skippers from NSW, Queensland, Victoria, Tasmania and South Australia crossed the start on Day 
1, which saw a variable Nor-east to Nor-west wind under 8 knots. Some un-forecast wind changes to 
the south allowed the course to be reversed and create new challenges in the tight quarters of the 
Pond.  

The Restricted Class rules kept the fleets in tight racing all day with most opting for the A+ rigs. 
Those with A rigs finished well in winds at the top of the range. There was only 1 general recall and 
most races got away cleanly. Numerous finishes were split by centimetres and it was wonderful to 
see the tactics used around the course. 

Mike Jeffreys (Qld) had a tight tussle with Chris Dance (Vic) with Mike prevailing by 15 points. Bruce 
McArthur (NSW) and Kyle Stewart (Tas) battled for third with Bruce taking the honours to keep at 
least one trophy in NSW!  

Alan Griffiths, Bruce Benoit and Damien Vlotman (all NSW) had their own battles with all finishing 
close together.  

At least half the skippers had podium finishes. Those new to radio sailing found the regatta very 
rewarding and learnt valuable skills and rig set ups to pass onto others in their home fleets.  

Some features that added to the success of the event were: 

• respectful sportsmanship was always demonstrated with voluntary turns, no 
shouting or aggression, thanks from the observers to those doing turns, 
compliments for no contacts in tight congested situations and plenty of good-
humoured banter. 

• for the final unofficial race, we asked skippers to swap boats in reverse finishing 
order, so last place got to sail the winner’s boats and so on. 

• the winners shared their rig set up and race strategies with the fleet in a panel 
discussion after the awards. 

• all skippers and officials had name badges that were worn during racing and social 
times. 

• everyone stayed for the social activities, meeting new friends and sharing 
experiences. 

 

It was my very great pleasure to be the Race Officer with valuable help from David Flakelar & Nina 
Flakelar, Warwick Drysdale, Chris Kelleway, Nigel Moreton and Bronwyn Moreton.  

The sportsmanship and comradery displayed by all skippers made our job easy and we had a ball.  

Thanks to Hobby Warehouse who supplied trophies and useful equipment spares as prizes. Nobody 
left empty handed.  

A special thanks to the Sailing Office and members of the Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron for 
accommodating the regatta in their Pond and providing wonderful support with a rescue and buoy 



laying boat, use of their Training Room, bar and BBQ facilities to enhance the success of our State 
Championship.  

Phil Burgess  

President  

Australian DF Radio Sailing Association Inc. 

 

                                                     

                           



                                         

 

 


